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EDITORIAL
Welcome to the special edition of ZAT,

which serves as a introduction to the

fanzine for all you From Beyond
readers. The name at the end of this

piece of literary expose will be familiar

to some of you as I happen to also

edit Square One which made an

appearence in FB a few issues back.

Until recently David Ledbury edited this

zine, and It is due to his efforts that

this edited version of the current issue

makes its appearence in FB pages.

For those of you who have never heard
of ZAT. or have heard the name but

never seen an issue, then let me tell

you all about ZAT (Pronounced Z-80,
NOT Z-ATi). The fanzine was set up in

1989 (issue 18 celebrates our 4th
Birthday, which forms the basis of this

sampler) and its main emphasis from
the beginning was to provide an

interesting read for individuals who use

a Spectrum or SAM Coupe as part of

their everyday involvement in the world
of home computing.

Unlike From Beyond which extensively

covers a specific area (namely

adventure games for the Spectrum, and

does so brilliantly I must add). ZAT
covers a myriad of topics related to

the Spectrum and SAM. The first is

programming. I admit that I am not a

programmer, mainly because I find that

many magazines and books cloud the

topic in endless layers of techno-jargon

which can prove baffling if not

explained. Many potential programmers
encounter this, and sometimes even the

experts find the barrier hard to pierce

too. So all of ZAT’s tech-sections are

written in a easy to understand way,

and if problems still crop up. we try

to answer any queries if and whenr*”
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possible in the pages of the zine. So if

you want to write your own game or

touch-up your knowledge of ROM
Routines, you know where to come.

Me also extensively review ail the

latest games (Arcade and Adventure),

Public Domain, software, utilites (word
processors, and other useful stuff),

game tips and cheats and more. The

fanzine features interviews with the

celebrities in the SAM/Spectrum
computing world (we have interviewed

Richard Eddy, Matt Bilbey, Mike

Gerrard, and more are on the way),

and we offer our own opinions in the

form of Soapbox, where resident critic

Martin Scholes gives his views and

causes a few upsets in the process.

Me also try and bring you the latest

news, show reports; in fact anything

and everything that is to do with the

Spectrum and SAM, we’ll endevour to

cover it.

Like most fanzines though, we give high

priority to readership involvement with

ZAT. Me have always stressed that the

readers are the true "bosses", and not

the poor souls who type the articles

or fold and staple the pages.

Readership input is vital to us and we
whole-heartedly encourage any

comments about ZAT, good or bad.

Mhat you are about to read is a 90Z
version of issue 18; in fact apart from
the revised Editorial and the inclusion

of a past article, "Split Screens" which

compares two classic games of the

same genre, this "sampler" is an exact

replica of the current issue.

Before you decide whether to see

another copy of the zine, or are

tempted to subscribe to ZAT, have a

good read of the pages to follow, then

come back here for the necessary
details. Okay.

Done? Mell if you are interested in

seeing another copy of ZAT, then we
can offer FROM BEYOND readers the

following exclusive offers. If you want
to see another issue (issue 19 comes
out in the last week of April) but we
do have a selection of back issues

available (bar issue 17 which is out of

print at present), we can offer you a

single copy for £1.00 which inc

postage, (normal price £1.20).

However if you want to go all the way,

then will the following tempt you?

Subscribe now for 6 issues and you

will only have to pay £6.50! This is an

exclusive offer for FB readers which

we can unfortunately only keep open to

the 30th July, 1993. So subscribe

today!!

Please make all cheques, postal orders,

international giros or Eurocheques
payable to D. BLACKBURN C/0 ZAT. and

please forward same to: ZAT, C/0 33
DAMLEY BANK. TELFORD. SHROPSHIRE.
TF4 2LQ. Please allow 21 days for

delivery.

Apart from ZAT, our related Spectrum
and SAM writers and programmers also

produce a number of other fanzines

including the SAM disczine SAM PRIME,

whose Tech-Editor Nigel Kettlewell is

the author of the highly rated DAYS OF
SORCERY, and the Spectrum tape-zine,

Alchnews. Me also have several PD
discs (games and utilities), and recently

ZAT’s creator. David Ledbury, released

the new ESI twin-game pack DYADIC.

For more info on SAM PRIME or Dyadic,

then please write to SAM Prime, the

address for SAM PRIME is in this issue

of From Beyond.

Anyway enjoy the sample issue of ZAT.

and again I want to thank Tim for

invading his pages a second time

(deja-vu or i

Darren Blackburn.
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For ANY fanzine to reach a first
birthday is a moment to recordi but
the FOURTH is really something else!

Especially now we have finally got
around to getting an ISSN number..

This "anniversary" Soapbox will be a
little different in that I’ll touch on
some of the themes I’ve covered in

previous editions of this column. The
very first Soapbox was ly way of a
general introduction to ZAT. I was also
a bit concerned about how silly

computer magazines for the Spectrum
and in general, were becoming. HmmmJ
see from Richard’s Bubblesort of last
issue that things aren't any better!!

In issue 2 I touched on how many
computer problems were caused by poor
programming or poor operation. There is

a story of the origin of the term GIGO,
which is almost as old as the modern
computer industry. A nameless
executive said to a harrased Data
Processing Manageri "Why do we keep
getting garbage out of tne computer?”
The response from the Manager wasi
"Because you keep putting garbage in!!".

I also wondered if as many computer
crimes were really computer crimes or
were people just blaming hackers to
put tne blame off themselves for
syphoning off the money or by being
careless about lax security.

In No 3 I had something to say about
the Federation of Software Theft. I am
not against FAST or the stopping of
piracy but I got the impression that
FAST was getting a little

self-important and in danger of
throwing the baby out with the
bathwater. I also had a little whinge
about double standards in the software
industry. Was I wondered FAST in
danger of becoming the Federation of
Reletive Theft? It may still be a
danger, but since New Computer
Express committed suicide we haven't

4

heard so much of FAST as NEC seemed
to be a mouthpiece for FAST, even
printing adverts that drew an official
complaint from the National Market
Traders Federation!

Going forward to Soapbox 4 I was
bemoaning the lack of Public Domain
software for the Spectrum (seems to
have had some effect!!) and I asked for
readers with programming talent to
design games (then as a competition).
Which is why we’ve now set up Phoenix
Software..so get writing and earn some
money!! Number 5 was in the infamous
Christmas issue of 90 and once again I

had something to say about piracy
(getting a bit of a hobby horse?). I

also had some views on the general
price of games and pointed out that
games priced too highly could actually
encourage school yard piracy, as a
result of rip-off prices (For a REAL
rip-off, just see console game prices
as an example!).

I was amused to be able to report that
some jerk whined on in an article about
how evil he thought piracy was, only to
let slip that he regularly pirated
software himself! I didn’t name him, but
I gave him an awardj "Self Serving
Hupocrit of the Year". Can’t remember
who he was though. Also I had scripted
an oddish cartoon, that Darren drew
which we’d both like to think best
forgotten!! In ZAT 7 was, oh, more on
piracy! Afraid so but I had a valid
oint. I wondered why some software
ouses did not allow users to make

back-up copies? Issue 8t I gave a

report on the SAM Coupe that David
had kindly arranged for me to borrow
and even wrote the article on it. I was
very impressed with the machine and
was sorry to see it go (you can come
an’ look at mine anytime! Darren). Next
issue I responded to a letter from Phil
Glover (hi Phil) on Piracy (arrragh!!).

In issue 10 I gave my hopes that the
Coupe would sell well and get the
success it deserved (I still DO). I

wondered why some journalists seemed
so against ft. I asked if a portable
Coupe could be designed which would be
a laptop and compatible with files from
the PC's (and other computers). Issue
II was yet another Christmas special. I

expressed mu sorrow over the loss of
Newsfield Publishing and the demise of
Crash. I also tried to guess how long
NCE would last seeing how they had
introduced a price hike from 88p arar
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week to £1.50 plus a cover disk that
many readers wouldn’t be able to use. I

S
ave them until December that year and
tey ever so kindlu obliged by turning

up their toes by the time that I had
predicted!

In the first issue of 92, I advised SAM
owners to buy Manic Miner, programmed
by an old friend of ZAT’s Matthew Holt
and with help from contributors,
readers, Including me! I bemoaned the
practice of some computer software
houses of only putting programs on one
side of a tape, thus doubling the
chance of having a glitch on the tape! I

also touched on the posibility of
"medical" programs and I am glad to
say that some of these will be
available from us soon as PD! I also
mentioned the "fun" councils were
having with the Poll Tax, chiefly due to
the software being "more bug-ridden
than a cheap boarding house bed!"

In issue 14 I was asked to write about
PD porn and wondered why some PD
suppliers seemed to think that PD
stood for Porn Dealer! I attacked the
subject from a slightly diferrent angle
than usual, bu the way, as some of you
will remeber!! By 15, I’d turned my

attention onto the horrors of hand-held
games consoles which I referred
generically as the Pinochio Boy Games
Machine. I criticised the sound,
graphics, the screen quality, the price
of the console and the software. I

worked out that for the the proce of a
console and 10 games you could buy a
Coupe, a colour monitor, a good printer
and still have £50 left to spend on
software!

Getting closer to the present, in 16 I

pondered as to why most adventure
games are so unbelievable, concluding
that it was because the majority of
writers had based their games on the
Dungeon and Dragons type systems. I

also be.oaned poor testing of games, or
game systems which did (or do) spoil
good potential games. Last issue I had
a more general computing news and
wrote about the lack of available
software for all 8-bit computers.
What’s in the future? Virtual Reality?
Advances in the Coupe? The Hobbit?
This section of ZAT is, to a large
extent, driven by readers letters and
coments, so WHAT DO YOU WANT ME
TO COVER NEXT! Let me know or write
your own opinions down for Bubblesort.
So here’s to the next 4 years..<22>

THE WALLPAPER STrIPbyMartin&darren
The Pr/ttcrve.. f
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Readers of ZAT who also read Tim

Kemp's Adventure 'zine From Beyond
will probably know a few issues or so

ago that I won a competition, the prize

of which was a lifetime supply of

games from Jon Lemon's lable Compass
Software. Well, dropping through the

door this morning was Jon's latest

title...

Although this game works on both

Spectrum and SAM - using the

SC_Spedone emulator, and also provides

disk saving facilities, it does not

include the usual font change facilities

found on the SAM Adventure Club

conversions. However, the font chosen
is quite readable, so this need not be a

problem.

DEEP PROBE

This is the sequel to one of Jon's

earlier games, The Antliss Mission. You
star as Captain Henson, joint pilot and

designer of the automated deep salvage

rescue submarine “Antlis", who must
investigate the mysterious disapearence

of ships and submarines from the

North Atlantic.

Anyone who has seen any of Compass's
earlier games, will know that he

doesn't like to leave PAW as it is: he

always likes to add some little extra to

the systems repetiore. in this case, the

game features scrolling messages,
pressure and oxygen gauges, and a

variety of special sound and screen
effects: ie when there's an explosion,

the screen actually shakes!

Although the game features extra

"enhancements
1
' this doesn't mean to

say that the rest of the games has
suffered in any way. The text is well

thought out. the parser fairly friendly

and there is a great amount of detail

actually available in the game:
volcabulary, object information and so

on.

If you want to try a game which is a

little different from standard fantasy

orientated fare, which concentrates on

a more "modern" setting, then this

highly polished game will certainly

appeal to you.

Deep Probe is available on Spectrum
Tape, +D disk, SAM disk and costs

£1.99 for all versions.

Presentation: 84Z
Parser: 8iz
Graphics: 82Z
Overall: 83Z

O Jon Lemmon
111 Mill Road
Cobholm Island

Gt Yarmouth Norfolk

NR31 OBB

I've been very lucky recently to see

the early version of a new title

written on the SAM Adventure Creator.

This game in question is a slightly

unusual game called The Occult

Connection, and is written by David

Munden of the SAM Adventure Club.

The game is pitched at a medium level

of difficulty: even without the solution

sheet (thanks Jon!), I managed to

progress reasonably well. However, the

problems are not so easy as to finish

the game in one sitting.

Now, at the present time I can't

review - or even preview - this game
properly, as sadly the game
development disk became corrupted, so

David has been forced to reprogram it.

However. David is also taking the

opportunity to improve the game, so

6 ZAT ISSUE 18



any commants I maka will probably ba

Improved upon bafora tha game Is

ralaasad.

What makes TOC different, is that it

features an Occult member - a Psychic

Investigator (a member of a white

covan) - in tha starring role.

Tha plot consists of this; A friend of

yours, who Is a member of a covan,

has vanished. With his mysterious

disappearance, and some mysterious and

savage murders in the locality, you

fear the worst. Has somebody been

tampering with the ‘dark forces', and

released something purely Evil on an

unsuspecting world? You decide to

investigate.

Now, I’m not going to get into any

arguements over whether I believe in

the subject matter or not. Likewise,

I’m not going to debate on whether the

subject matter is ‘suitable’ or not.

Personally, it’s purely a matter of

taste, and to me this is no more
harmful then reading a Dennis Wheatley

novel!

The game Is text only, so therefore

has to concentrate upon having a fair

amount of ‘readible* prose to illustrate

a location instead of memory wasting

pictures. This it manages well.

Problems are not difficult, and more
interestingly to me, they seem to be

fairly original. There Is one incident

involving spending money which reminds

me a little of my unpublished PiMania

2, whereby wasting your money
prevents you from buying something

necessary. There are some other nice

touches on the problem side, including a

great problem from Phil 6lover which

involves creating an interesting

distraction!

So what can I find to moan about this

game? Well, although the parsar does

seem to cover most possibilities, it has

some "holes" in the logic; due to a

limited volcabulary, I was unable to

complete the game’s final problem. This

is supposed to be improved in the new
version.

My other gripe is with the text size;

David has used 64 Column text, which
is difficult to read on my television.

Saying this though, he has several good
routines for changing font and colour

schemes, which does help.

Finally: Not really a complaint, but an

important point. The game DOES include

some rather ’graphic' text, describing

some bodies in a rather gruesome
scene. It isn't quite as graphic as

Doomsday, but may upset some people.

Overall, this will be quite an interesting

game. We'll inform you when and where
it's available from.

Now. news on another title written on

the SAM Adventure System. This title

has also been (co-)written by a ZAT
reader, Charles Williams. The game is

titled DAY DREAM, and can be

described simply as a SAM equivilent to

Tim Kemp/ Jon Lemon's title ‘Project X
- The Microman". The game costs

£4.50.

This game will be given a full review in

issue 19, but if you'd like more
information, call Charles on:

Charles Williams
294 Old Chester Road
Birkenhead, Merseyside

L42 3XD
<g> 051 643 SB7B

Next issue, I'll give you news on a

great game converted by Dave

Whitmore, a new Spectrum title from
Quest and lots more besides! <3>
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Any of you who raad AlchNaws, my

fraa tapezine will already be familiar

with this subject, but those of you

who don't: take note, this may prolong

the life of your computer and save you

a good deal of money and tears.

Computers are giant dust magnets. If

you lift the lid off your machine, the

chances are it will be caked in dust,

especially if you don't own a dust

cover. This should be one of your first

investments. If you don't want to buy

one, then you can simply make one out

of some clear plastic or a piece of

fabric. The advantage of fabric is that

you can do a bit of sewing to make it

a snug fit over the keyboard and down
the sides of the computer, protecting

the ports. Keyboard covers aren’t just

to protect your keyboard from coffee,

but dust, too.

If your computer is full of dust, and

there is no warranty on it, then

carefully remove the screws and then

lift off the lid and remove the

keyboard connectors. Simply blow away
the dust, or use a hair dryer.

Hobbyists with an airbrush can just

blow the dust away, or you can buy a

spray from Maplin (pp 619 £4.75)
which sprays pressurised gas to clear

debris and dust.

The keyboard can be particularly prone
to dust too, especially if never
covered. Spectrum* owners can simply

grab their keys and pull them off,

starting from INV VID. If you own a +2
or upwards, place a large flat blade

screwdriver under a key and gently

prise the key up into your hand. Take

care not to lose the spring. When all

keys are removed (leave the SPACE
bar) a simple cloth can pick up the

8

dust, then just press the keys back

into their sockets.

As I mentioned earlier, make the

cover large to overhang, as this

protects the ports, as these are very

exposed. One thing you can do to

protect them more is to cover unused
ports with some sellotape or black

electrical tape. Use your discretion

over what you use but obviously a

black machine would benefit from black

tape and a white machine with clear

tape. The sticky side should also gather

any dust in the machine. When Sinclair

made the QL. they took time to add

little covers for all the ports, it’s

surprising these simple add-ons never

became popular.

Another place to clean is the ports

themselves, especially when a lot of

plugging and unplugging is done. As the

parts are silver, a good silver polish is

needed. Don't use liquid polish as this

can leave residue and is a little messy.
I use "DURA6LIT" Wadding Silver Polish,

made by Silvo. This is like a long roll

of cotton wool, soaked in 'dry' silver

polish, which you simply pull off to the

size required. Just rub the wadding on

the silver until all tarnish is removed
and the connection is very shiny. Leave

for a few seconds then wipe clean

with a soft, lint free cloth. The ports

to clean are the TV modulator and the

user port. You will probably need to

unscrew the computer circuit board

from the case to get to the bottom
pins. Sockets are tricky to clean, so

it's best just to clean the silver part

of the lead which goes into it.

Tape decks are very prone to

corruption, and are more fragile than

most think and misuse can lead to

major errors.

Tape heads should be cleaned every

four hours of use. Clean witha tape

head cleaner. Buy a new cleaner after

about a dozen uses. If you can, try and

get one with a small can of spray rar*
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with it, this lets you spray tha taps

head, than you play tha tapa which

daans and drys tha haads. Don’t forgot

to prass play and racord whan you

daan tha haads as soma systems have

a separata racord head which doesn't

engage whan only PLAY is pressed.

Make sura you always close the lid

after use, to keep dust out, but ovary
month or so, remove tha lid and taka a

look inside. If there is dust, spray
soma tapa cleaner Inside and swab dry

with cotton buds. You can use whisky
as a substitute, but pure alcohol is tha

bast (hid). While you’re inside the tapa

port, have a look at tha tape head.

That’s tha large silver one, usually in

tha middle. Make sura tha black

pattern on it is visible, and It isn't

worn into a groove. If you run a tape

based PD library, then tape heads wear
down faster than average. If they are
worn, replacements can be purcashed
for around £3 from Maplin. The size is

universal, but you can get a very high

quality one for £24.95. A simple mono
head should be good enough for

computer use.

You should always have a good tape

toolkit which should consist of a tape

head demagnetizer, tape head cleaner,

cleaning fluid, cotton swabs and some
fine lubricant or sewing machine oil to

put a couple of drops in the tape

spindles and on the azimuth alignment.

Other accessories may include a good
small azimuth screwdriver and

alignment cassette. There was a very
good graphical one for the Spectrum
called "Operation Caretaker" and
"Operation Alignment" by Global

Software, made back in June 1986. I

would be interested if anyone still has

a copy and would like to say a few
words how they got on with it. For
any accessories or tools mentioned in

this book, visit Tandy or Maplin, or

check out their catalogues. If you want
to get in touch, see Mean Biz for my
address. ©

PROUDLY PRESENTS

DYADIC

If you’ve a SAM, and you like a better

class of game, then you really should

take a good look at this first release

from ZATs sister software lable, Phoenix

Software Systems! It features two games,
which have been written by Maciej

Kassatkin, one of the most recent

members of the highly acclaimed Polish

programming team: ESI.

Craft: Premiered on SAM PRIME 3.

Formerly released by SAMCo/Revelation
for £9.99 by itself. This is a

challenging puzzle game for all ages.

Complete the electrical circuit before the
time runs out 80 difficult levels and a
relentless clock!

SnakeMania: Officially premiered on SAM
PRIME Z Guide a snake around a series

of mazes, eat the "pills" and avoid your
growing tail. Sounds easy? You must be

joking! Arcade fun for all ages.

Two games, hours of fun. How much?
Only £13.99!

DYADIC is released on January 28th,

1993, and is available from:

PSS: David Ledbury, 19 Lyme Avenue,

Macclesfield, Cheshire. Cheques & P/Os
payble to Di-edbury.

And if you preffer Arcade Games, then
stay tuned to ZAT for more news on
Manic Mansion; more than just a "Jet Set
Willy" clone, this game should be the

best SAM Platform game ever!
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Interview

Richard Swann speaks to

Your Sinclair editor, Linda

Barker

This month, I decided to catch a train into

the town of Bath, which in case you don’t

bother with the “big” magazines, is the

home of Future Publishing, who publish,

amongst other things. Your Sinclair

magazine.

Unlike ZAT, Your Sinclair is produced on

full A4 pages in colour, and has a free tape

(one of which contained a game from

ZAT’s very own Daniel Cannon). Also, it

must be observed that it is a far less serious

magazine than YS.

After travelling through the pouring rain to

Monmouth Street, a quick cup of teaand an

unsuccessful attempt at loading in my 4SK
Spectrum music demo, I managed to get an

exclusive interview with the magazine’s

editor, Linda Barker. And here it is....

Could you give me some
information on your
background?

I was bom in London, and I lived in

Hackney until I was 18. 1 then went to

study a degree in English at the University

Of East Anglia in Norwich. In the summer

that I graduated, I tried looking for a job,

and found one at Future Publishing, who
let me start working with Your Sinclair

two years ago, first as a staff writer, then

as a deputy editor, and finally as the editor.

How long have you been
interested in computers, and
how did you get interested in

them?

Before I came to work at Future, I had next

to no experience with computers, apart

from using the library computer at the

university a few times! So obviously I’ve

only been interested in them since Ijoined

Future.

What work did you do before
getting involved with Your
Sinclair?

Well, apart from a small job in a library in

Bury Sl Edmonds, nothing! Unless you

count studying that is!

What equipment do vou use to

make the magazine?

We use a Spectrum +2,a Spectrum +3 and

a SAM Coupe for running games, utilities

etc. For laying out the magazine, we use

Apple Macs with DTP Software for the

text, and a scanner to put the drawings,

photographs etc. on topof this. Jon (Pillar:

staff writer - RS) and myself sort out the

text, while Andy (Ounstead: art editor -

RS) lays out the page in the form you see

it in the magazine. The final page gets put

on film and sent down to the printers,

provided I’m satisfied with everything

first, of course!

How long does it take to

produce an issue of the
magazine?

Four weeks, of course! Well, that’s not

strictly true, because some issues take 3

weeks and some take 5 (they’re usually

the best issues though!) However, now



we’re down to three people (former editor

Andy Hutchison and art assistant Marriane

Booth recently left to work on other Future

magazines - RS), the schedule gets a bit

more hectic . It’s not really noticed ifZAT
comes out two weeks late, being a bi-

monthly fanzine, but here we have to work

to strict times, otherwise there’d be nothing

for you to buy in the newsagents!

How do you cope with
freelance contributions?

We hardly ever see our freelancers in the

flesh; in fact, we didn’t know what Jon

North even looked like until last week!

Instead we just communicate through the

post, and they send us the material they

write on disk. We can convert just about

any type of disk format to the Macs, so they

can be loaded into our DTP package. Very

rarely do we actually have to retype

something, but it does happen.

What do you think of reader’s
contributions?

Reader’s contributions are actually the

lifeline of the magazine. Because

magazines are made for the readers, we rely

on feedback from then and contributions

from them to Fil up the magazine. We
certainly wouldn’t have the magazine in

the state it’s in without them, and it would

be virtually impossible to finish the

magazine within the deadline for each

issue if we had to do all the material

ourselves.

What are your favourite and
least favourite sections of the

magazine?

Well, I like writing the letters page and

Tipshop (equivalent of Arcade Alley - RS)

the most, because I get to read everyone’s

letters, and I never, ever miss one out,even

though not all of them make it onto the

printed page. On the other hand, I like to

read anything that Jon Pillar does, because

it usually makes me laugh. I don’t usually

want to read all the material I have written

again and again, because I have to check it

all, and produce it in the first place, which

can take a long time! I can’t stand writing

out the names of all the competition

winners, so I give them to Jon so he can do

them instead!!

What do you think of the
future of the Spectrum and
SAM?

Well, I know that this is a terrible thing to

say, but I think that everyone here has to

agree that the Spectrum and SAM will not

survive on a large scale commercial basis.

The circulation of Your Sinclair has

steadily fallen from 85,000 a few yearsago

to 40,000 at the moment,and I don’t think

there’s anything we can do to increase it.

At the moment, we are the biggest supplier

of Spectrum and SAM software due to the

material we put on the cover tapes; few

games can sell 40,000 copies, even if

they’re written for the 16-bits and

consoles.Aside from ourselves, there are a

few budget software houses and fanzine/

PD things, such as ZAT. However, I think

it would be completely, but they’ll

probably be ultimately restricted to a

homegrown basis, such as ZAT.

What’s your favourite
computer game?

Obviously, because I ’ve only been playing

Spectrum games for a few years, my
choice is a little limited. I would say that

my favourites have been two games called



Rodland and Pang, though there are

probably much belter games that have been

released before I’ve been interested in

Spectrums and SAMs. Generally, I like

puzzle games such as Tetris, and Dizzy

style games. Jon can’t stand Dizzy games,

though! (Neither can I - RS)

What do you like to do apart
from work with computers
all day?

I like listening to bands that no-one else has

ever heard of (a tape of such bands was

playing in the backround while this

interview took place - RS). I also like going

to the cinema quite a lot, dancing, eating,

and going to pubs - that’s just the sort of

person I am!

Do you have any favourite

books or TV programmes?

Bookwise, my favourites are "Songlines"

by Bruce Chatwin, "Villette" by Charlotte

Bronte, and anything by Tony Morrison.

My favourite TV programmes are "The

Golden Girls”, "Roseanne”, and "Have I

Got News for You". I also like hopeless

american situation comedies (though I

don't quite know why), and I also I like

documentaries because they're interesting.

I'vejust bought a colour television, so I can

enjoy programmes even more now,

althougth I don't have lime to watch much

TV apart from late at night, which is why

my choice of TV favourites is a little

limited.

What do you think of ZAT
and other fanzines?

I think thatZAT is brilliant! Fanzines such

asZAT encourage the Spectrum and SAM
scene, provide an interesting read, and are

greatly responsible for keeping the two

computers alive.Well done!

Are there any sections of

ZAT you’d like to see in

Your Sinclair?

Yes, w’re hoping to do a machine code

course for beginners in a few months time.

I hope that an increase in programmers

will be able to augment the current state of

Spectrum and SAM releases. However,

unlike ZAT, our magazine has to think

commercially above everything else,

because we are essentially running a

business in order to make a living. With

this in mind, I think it’s unfeasible and

unrealistic to go technical and serious on a

lot of the subjects that we cover.

Finally, if you weren’t
writing for Your Sinclair,

what would you be doing?

Well, to be quite honest, I haven’t got a

clue. But I hope it would be as exciting as

this job!

ZAT would like to thank Linda for her

time in doing this interview.

Got a SAM?
Enjoy adventures?
Then join the SAM
ADVENTURE CLUB!

They produce a regular diskzine,

packed with adventure news and

views. For further details contact:

Phil Glover, 43 Femdale Road,

Birmingham. B28 9AU.



SPEC SPORTS LEGENDS

O ver the past ten years sports and
more particularly football fans have

been well catered for with regard to

their Speccys.

The game that literally started the ball rolling

was World Cup Football from long-deceased

Liverpool software house, Artie. This was an

appaling effort and even for 1983 was well

behind the times. Players wobbled up and down

the pitch as they vied for the glittering world tro-

phy. If it was released now it would be laughed

out of WH Smiths but it was a huge success ten

years ago.

However, as yet there was no manager game
around, it seems strange to say so know, but

nobody had really thought about it. Then Lord

Messiah of all football bores, Kevin Toms
unleashed Football Manager (great title) onto an

unsuspecting world. What dates it as much as

anything is the fact that versions were made for

the IK Vic-20 and One monsters.

Football Manager must have increased profits

for the electricity companies as bleary-eyed

wannabe John Bond's (it was 1983) boosted

their electric bill through the roof. Football

Manager was a masterpiece of BASIC program-

ming, who can forget the legendary "Please

Wait" sign that burned itself onto retinas across

the country. We didn't mind waiting three hours

for the league table to be calculated, it was all

part of the enjoyment!

FM saw little matchstick men acting out their set

pieces and scoring the goals that took you to the

championship-on novice level- or the bottom

three- on genius level. Compared to modern cre-

ations, it was nothing special but it broke the

mould, the Speccy has never been the same

since.

Following the success of Football Manager, the

obvious inferior clones followed. One was espe-

cially dire and that was Soccer Boss. It was a

conversion from the Electron(please!) and was

again written in glorious Basic. It was even

slower than FM and touching break gave the

program listing. Good for adding 10 million to

your bank balance!

Then the mail-order creations began to pop-up-

legends such as D+H and E+J who brought us

such legends as European I+II (sloooww) and

Wembley Greyhounds. I mean, who exactly

would send away good money for a Greyhound

racing simulator? Then from the keyboard of

Johnson Scanatron came a football legend. No,

not Stan Bowles but The Double!

If you're looking to play football on your

Speccy, forget it you'll keep falling off. You

could try Match Day and Match Day 2 though.

Granted, they may not be Kick Off or Sensible

Soccer but for their time they were considered

advanced.

Match Day was because it was the first half

playable football sim and the second because it

was the first very good football sim. The Crash

readers survey showed both Match Day and

Match Day 2 in the top Spectrum games of all

time and deservedly so. Both are playable, the

second especially and the pioneering Diamond

Deflection System sends the ball bouncing away

in all directions.

So, forget the flash consoles with their £40 car-

tridges. They will end up in the broom cupboard

by the New Year. No? well who still plays with

their Atari console? The Speccy has stood the

test of time and for sports, you'll be hard pushed

to find a better machine.

tkhiEia
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THE ZAT 4TH BIRTHDAY QUIZ
SPECTACULAR

So, you think you know a lot about the Spectrum and SAM do you? Well,

put your knowledge to the test In this cracking quiz. Then send your

answers to ZAT, 33 Dawley Bank, Dawley, Telford, Shropshire TF4 2LQ. The
person who sends In the MOST CORRECT ANSWERS will win a mystery

ZAT prize! All entries must be received by 3rd April 1993. Winners will be

announced in ZAT 20.

1 . Name the company formed by Clive Sinclair before Sinclair Research.

2. Name the Spanish company that invested in Sinclair Research in

1985.

3. Name the fault with the ULA in the first Spectrums.

4. Name the two authors of the original orange Spectrum manual.

5. How old did you have to be to drive a C5?
6. Name the difference in the opening menu between the original

Spectrum 128 and the +2.

7. On a Spectrum +3, how do you access the machine test mode?
8. Give all the features of an Interface One.

9. How many sound channels does a 48K Spectrum have?

10. Sir Clive Sinclair “befriended" a 22 year old female while he was in

Mensa in 1989. What was her name?

1 1 . In which year was MGT formed?

12. Who sold MGT’s first disk drive interface, theDisciple?

13. Who now owns the rights to the +D disk interface?

14. The SAM was first exposed in Crash, but in what year?

15. What is the difference between the SAM and Spectrum tape

connections?

16. How many percentage of computer sales did the SAM Coupe
account for in Christmas 1990?

1 7. Who makes the SAM Coupe disk drives?

1 8. Can a SAM read +D disks?

1 9. Can a SAM write to +D disks?

20. Who wrote the original Spectrum Emulator on the SAM?
21 . In which year was Newsfield formed?

22. On what day was Issue One of Crash released?

23. How many issues of Crash have there been altoghther?

24. Name all the people who compiled playing tips, in Crash, in

chronological order.



25. Oliver Frey drew nearly all of the Crash covers, but who else did a few

covers instead?

26. WHen did the first issue of Your Sinclair come out?

27. On the front cover of the first issue was the first display of something

which is now standard with all Spectrum magagzines. What was it?

28. Name all the editors of Your Sinclair, in chronological order.

29. Who ran the adventure section before Tim Kemp?
30. What is T’Zer’s real name?
31. Name the programmable joystick interface produced by Frel

electronics.

32. Briefly describe 'The Terminator”

33. Nidd Valley Electronics produced a standard hardware kit fro taking

screenshots of games. What was it?

34. Mikrogen produced a dongle for the Spectrum, allowing 64K of

memory to be used. What was it called, and what was the only game it

was ever used on?

35. Name the magic box which is the most popular piece of Spectrum

hardware after the joystick interface.

36. Name two “copies" of this magic box.

37. What box would you use to link a Spectrum and a SAM together?

38. Can you upgrade a 48K Spectrum to a 128K Spectrum?

39. What's the limitation with MIDI on a 128K Spectrum?

40. Which I/O port number is used to get the 128K out of a 128K

Spectrum?

41 . What’s the standard wordprocessor for a 48K Spectrum?

42. What piece of software has got the “Jah Brendan” bug?

43. Who wrote 'The Artist?

44. Name the standard assembler and disassembler from HiSoft.

45. The Mark Time Music Box was originally licensed to a pop group.

Which one?

46. Who converted Elite to the Spectrum?

47. Who wrote Exolon and Cybernoid?

48. How many Magic Knight games are there?

49. Who wrote the Spectrum version of Last Ninja (which was never

finished)?

50. Who wrote "Defenders of the Earth”?

Compiled By Richard Swann



Compiled By David Ledbury

Daniil's quite a bit busy at the moment
- both with College work, and with

Manic Mansion - so this issue's

CODEBREAKER is a bit smaller than

usual. But nevertheless, it should prove

to be very interesting!

J'akf.r
By Daniel Cannon

Hello, good evening, and welcome. Make
yourself useful and load up last issue’s

program, then bolt these lines onto it,

but change SETSTR to 5633 if you

have ye olde Speccy:

REMEMBER! If you see a POUND symbol

in the listing, you should enter it as a

HASH (sharp) symbol.

00050 CALL prepare
00060 RET
00960 col.DB 0
00970 score,DB 0,0,0,0,0,0
00980 high.DB 0,0,0,0,0,0
00990 setstr,EQU £0112
03580 {Print the menu text,

03590 menu4,LD A,

2

03600 CALL setstr
03610 LD HL,menut2
03620 CALL printmess
03630 -.Now the scores,
03640 LD B,6
03650 LD HL.score
03660 CALL printnumber
03670 LD HL,menut3
03680 CALL printmess
03690 LD B,6
03700 LD HL.high
03710 CALL printnumber
03720 sChoose the colour for
'INVADERS’,
03730 menu5,HALT
03740 HALT
03750 LD A,16
03760 RST 16
03770 LD A,(col)
03780 INC A
03790 AND Z00000111
03800 LD (col),A
03810 RST 16

03820 {And display it in that colour,
03830 LD HL,menut4
03840 CALL printmess
03850 jLoop back if 'S’ not pressed,
03860 LD B.ZllllllOl
03870 LD C,254
03880 IN A,(C)
03890 AND 200000010
03900 JR NZ,menu5
03910 RET
03920 ;Title screen messages,
03930 menut2,DB 22,9,11,16,3
03940 DM "CONTROLS"
03950 DB 22,10,10
03960 DM "Z.... Left"
03970 DB 22,11,10
03980 DM "X... Right"
03990 DB 22.12,10
04000 DM "M.... Fire"
04010 DB 22,14,10,16,4
04020 DM "LAST SCORE"
04030 DB 22,17,10,16,5
04040 DM "HIGH SCORE"
04050 DB 22,20,7,16,6
04060 DM "PRESS S TO START-
04070 DB 22,15,12,16,4,255
04080 menut3.DB 22,18,12,16,5,255
04090 menut4.DB 22,7,5
04100 DM "I N V A D E R
S"
04110 DB 255
04120 jPrint a message. Start at HL.
End with 255.
04130 printmess.LD A,(HL)
04140 CP 255
04150 RET Z
04160 PUSH HL
04170 RST 16
04180 POP HL
04190 INC HL
04200 JR printmess
04210 ;Print a number B digits long
pointed to by HL.
04220 printnumber.LD A,(HL)
04230 ADD A,"0"
04240 PUSH BC
04250 PUSH HL
04260 RST 16
04270 POP HL
04280 POP BC
04290 INC HL
04300 DJNZ printnumber
04310 RET
04320 {PREPARE.
04330 prepare.CALL els
04340 -.That's all folks...

04350 RET

Starting at MENU4 we first set the

stream to 2 (main screen), point HL to

the message and use our, by now, well

known message printing routine.

Remember the control codes for ear*
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AT (22) and PEN (16)? At the end of

the message you'll find another AT and

PEN. This is to set the colour and

position of the score - which is

displayed in the next bit.

I've decided to store the score as a 6
bytes, each byte holding a number from
0 to 9 to represent one of the 6
available digits. Now we need a routine

to print this. I decided to do this by

making B hold the number of digits to

print and HL the pointer to the

left-most digit.

The routine goes through each digit,

converts it into ASCII by adding on the

base code for "O' (48). Grab a copy

of the character set to see how this

works. Then it prints the ASCII

character, move HL on to the next

address, and loops back if there are

more digits to print.

Then the colour and position of the

high score is set. and the high score is

printed in the same way. The routine

can easily be altered to display

numbers of other lengths by changing

B.

To complete the title screen. I thought

that I’d have the word ’Invaders’ flash

different colours (remember that there

are two spaces between each letter in

’Invaders’ in the program listing).

HALT is used to generate a pause, and

uses interrupts. Interrupts will be

explained later. But briefly they happen

every l/50th of a second, and HALT
waits for one to happen. So two HALTs
will wait for l/25th of a second to

pass by before continuing (you could

pause any amount of time by using

something like LD B.time : loop HALT :

DJNZ loop. This is very similar to how
the PAUSE command works in BASIC).

Next we print the PEN control code.

Now we take the PEN colour, add 1

onto it, use AND to keep it into the

range 0 to 7 (can you see how?), and

store it again for next time. Then we
choose the PEN colour. It doesn’t

matter what the PEN colour was to

start with, it will always stay in the

range when AND is used (so you could

have a start PEN of 100, and AND will

sort it out. Can you work out what
100 AND 7 is by the way?).

Now we print the ’Invaders’ message in

the normal way. Me re-print over the

old ’Invaders’ with the new ’Invaders’ in

the new colour.

Now we check if the ’S’ key is

pressed. If not we loop back to

re-colour the ’Invaders’.

Finally, the menu is finished, so return.

The prepare subroutine would set up

the game variables, but at the moment
it just clears the screen.

SAM owners should use this to start

the program off: MODE 1: CLS £: CALL
32768. And Speccy owners use this:

BORDER 0. PAPER 0, INK 7. CLS.

RANDOMIZE USR 60000 (or your chosen
address).

Apologies for the length of this issue’s

Codebreaker, but I’m a little bit busy

at the moment. Normal service will be

resumed soon. But in the meantime, you

could make the title screen a bit more
exciting if you wanted - after all. it is

your game.

Thank you Daniel. And don’t forget

readers, that when you've written your

best seller, don't forget to send us a

copy to review!

Now, some very handy routines from
Richard Swann, which will help clarify

one of the instructions used in the

above installment of ZAT Invaders

»iar
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Called with the instruction RST 08

ROMARAMA
By Richard Swann

Hello again. This month, we're going to

be looking at some ROM routines which
lie at the top of the memory. They are

known as the RESTART routines for

reasons which will be explained later.

If you look at the instruction set of

the Z80 in the back of your Spectrum
manual, you'll notice a few instructions

which start with the word “rst”. There

are eight of them in all, which go from
00 to 56 in multiples of 8.

What these instructions actually do is

to behave like normal CALL
instructions. So RST 24 is exactly the

same as CALL 24. The difference

between a RST instruction and an

ordinary CALL instruction is that a RST
only takes one byte, and takes less

time than the equivalent CALL
instruction.

The disadvantage with RST instructions

is that you can only CALL eight

locations in memory. And all of these

eight locations are in ROM, so you

cannot use RST for your own routines.

Fortunately, some of the eight ROM
locations contain very useful routines

for us to use. Let's have a look at

them in more detail.

This instruction gives an error
message. This is quite useful if you are

writing a machine code program for

which you may need to deal with
errors. Its input is a little odd, in that

it looks for the value in the byte after

the RST 08 instruction. This byte

contains the report number minus 1 (or

255, £FF hex if the report number is

0). So to stop with an OK report
(number 0), assemble and run this

program:

10 ORG £5B00
RST £08
DEFB £FF

40 RET

On the other hand, to stop with a

“BREAK - CONT repeats” message
(number £0D hex), then change line 30
to read:

30 DEFB £0C

And it's as simple as that!

On some computer hardware (eg:

Interface One and +D disk), the unused

values in the RST 08 routine are used

to control various devices and pieces

of hardware, rather than print error
messages.

THE RST £10 ROUTINE
Called with the instruction RST £10
(RST 16)

THE RST 00 ROUTINE
Called with the instruction RST 00

This is the ROM routine to NEW the

computer up to a point in RAM. whose
address is given as the value in the DE
register. We discussed this routine in

ROMA RAMA Part 1, which was in ZAT
issue 16 (if you missed it, order a

back issue).

THE RST 08 ROUTINE

This is probably, in my opinion, the

most useful restart routine available,

and it's been mentioned in ZAT quite a

few times already. It prints a

character whose ASCII code is in the A
register.

Before we can use RST £10 however,

we must tell the computer that we
want to print on the main screen, and

this is done by the following

routine:K3r°
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LD A,£02
CALL £1601

Don't worry about what it does, just

remember that you'll need it if you

want to see the results that are

printed with RST £10.

To print the letter "A" (ASCII code

£41), use the following

program:

10 ORG £5B00
20 LD A,£02
30 CALL £1601
40 LD A,£41
50 RST £10
60 RET

The RST £10 routine's been mentioned

quite a bit in past installments of

Codebreaker
.
so if you want more help,

have a look at those.

THE RST £28 ROUTINE
Called with the instruction RST £28
(RST 40)

This routine calls the computer’s
floating point calculator. This enables

you to do complex arithmetic, from
multiplication and division up to

trigonometrical and exponential

functions. The floating point calculator

is a rather complicated routine, so

much so that there are ROM routines

to use it! We'll be looking at some of

these in a future installment of ROMA
RAMA.

THE RST £38 ROUTINE
Called with the instruction RST £38
(RST 56)

This routine is an extremely important

routine, and is called every l/50th of

a second through interrupts (see issue

16 for more information about

interrupts). It updates the screen
picture and reads the keyboard. The
result of the keyboard pressing is put

into the system variable £5C08.

However, it's easier to use the ROM
routine at location £028E if you're

running a machine code program.

There are no inputs to the routine at

location £028E, but the output is given

in the OE register pair.

If no key is pressed, then DE holds the

value EFFFF.

If a key is pressed, then the value in E

holds a number between £00 and £27,
depending on what key has been

pressed.

If a shift key is pressed with the key,

then the D register holds the value of

CAPS SHIFT or SYMBOL shift, depending

on which shift key was pressed. If

both shift keys are pressed, then D

holds the value for CAPS SHIFT, and

the E register holds the value for

SYMBOL SHIFT.

If two or more keys are being pressed,

the computer will only remember one

of them, but the zero flag will be set

just to let you know!

See you next issue.

Thank you Richard! Don't forget that

the earlier advice about the pound and

hash sign applies in the previous

section as well.

Some readers may remeber that I

briefly covered RST ages ago, in an

earlier issue of ZAT. Nevertheless, I’ll

confess that I feel Richard’s

explanation makes things much more
clear than mine ever did!

Don’t forget SAM owners, RST does

several different things on your

computer. I’d advise you in getting the

Technical Manual to clear it up, as it

can be complex!

From RST we now jump to the System
Variables, as we visit Steven

Kemp's...*30”
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PROGRAM
BOX

By Steven Kemp

sequence of 65536 numbers. The

values are obtained by taking the value

held in SEED and treating it in the

following program, which shows that

the same results are shown by the

calculations themselves and the RND
statement:

Now many of you will have seen the

system's variable SEED in use before,

as it is quite often used in programs
to simplify POKEing 2 byte (or 16 Bit)

numbers into memory. The Spectrum, of

course, hasn't the convinient DPOKE
command of SAM BASIC. The following

program asks for a number in the

range of 0 to 65535, which it will

then work out the 16 Bit binary for.

10 CLEAR 29999
20 FOR F=30000 TO 30022
30 READ A. POKE F,A. NEXT F
40 INPUT "Enter a number "jn

50 POKE 30001 N-INT(N/256)»256, POKE
30002,INT (N/256)
60 PRINT "The BINary form of "i(n)i" is

io RANDOMIZE USR 30000.PAUSE 100
00 GOTO 40
100 DATA 33,0,0,6,16
110 DATA 203,124,62,48,40,1
120 DATA 60,215,62,32,215,203
130 DATA 21,203,20,16,239,201

This program is all very well, but line

50 could be improved by the use of

SEED.

When the RANDOMIZE (number)
instruction is used, the (number) Is

transferred to the system's variable

SEED, (locations 23670 and 23671), so

using this our program could be

changed to read:

10 POKE 23670,0, POKE 23671,0
20 LET S=0
30 LET S=S+1, LET S=S«75
40 LET=S-INT(S/65537)«65537
50 LET S=S-1,PRINT S/65536, RND
60 GOTO 30

Well, that's all for now. but if you

know of a cheap 48K Spectrum, then

why not write to me via ZAT? <J5>

For The SAM Coupe

Enhance the appearance of your
programs, with this all-new graphics

package.

Features:
- Fast and precise keyboard/mouse
control
- Powerful Icon functions
- Intelligent auto-magnifier
- Save sprite images in various forms

This program will enable you to crate

the graphics for any game or utility

with suprising ease and efficiency.

Ideal for use with:

BASIC
MACHINE CODE
GAMES MASTER
SCADS

50 RANDOMIZE N, POKE 30001,PEEK
23670, POKE 30002,PEEK 23671 Price only £6.95!

The value help in the variable SEED is

used to work out the next random
number that will be used or printed by

the next instruction like PRINT RND.

In fact the random numbers aren't

random at all, they follow in a set

Make cheques/postal orders out to:

Orb Software
15 Tilbury Rise East Haddon
Northamptonshire NN6 8BW

OR buy direct from SAM PRIME!
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have to toko this lying down?MEAN BIZ
With Darren Blackburn,

Andy Davis and Co.

Welcome to the first MB column of 93!

To begin the proceedings, Andy
Davis has some generalised comments
to make about registers, ABC Stereo,

and some personalized opinions about

the Royal Mail??

Mlxtd comments this issue. First I'd

like to talk about our wonderful postal

system. As it's the only public one, we
have to make do, like we do with BT.

But just how friendly is it?

I’d not had many problems until 1992,
where I've had two packages 'opened',

one had a stamp lost from it, the

other a cassette tape. Small onions you
may say. but when I have to explain to

someone why I've had to replace their

tape, especially when it contained

valuable material, it doesn't say much
for my trust with packages.

In August I redeved a cassette split In

two. I tried to replace the case, but

the sound quality is reduced, making it

unreliable for computer use. Is this

some sort of ploy to make us use Jiffy

bags more and therefore pay more
postage? And as for lost post. I've had

TWO car log books 'lost' and one CB
licence, which as the post office said

'Had no value for compensation' but can

you put a price on explaining to the

police at a spot check why you have no

car registration document, also not

being able to re-lnsure and tax my car,

or being able to use my CB?

I'm not putting the blame of solitary

workers. My friends mother is a post

deliverer, using her trusty push-bike to

deliver mail to small villages in

Nottinghamshire, come rain or shine,

but as we have no alternative, do we

Postal customs do not escape this

either, as they rip open packages and

do not re-seal them after examination.

I'm not complaining about speed of

delivery or cost (another issue, some
letters now carry franked adverts, but

no drop in charges), but if more speak

up. maybe the service can be bettered.

I’m surprised there is no independant

body (OFPOST?) to keep an eye on the

system.

Anyway, off my soapbox now to talk

about ACB stereo, featured in

November’s YS cover tape. This was
my first encounter with a stereo

Spectrum, but I was informed this is

no new practice, and was used on the

Amstrad CPCs. [Although the Amstrad
CPC uses the same sound chip as the

Spectrum 128, the sound channels have

been 'split* to create a stereo effect.

DL] Nice to see Alan Sugar couldn't do

this on the Spectrum, yet amateurs
can. Maybe we should’ve had a

whlpround when Sir Clive was in

debt??? If you're interested, then drop

me a line and I'll give more info.

A little more on loading now, and how
the registers show what goes where. I

don't want to tread on other peoples

toes and repeat what has already been
covered, but using the multiface, you

can stop loading (between files) to see

what is happening.

IXi Start address

DEi Length

If DE is 17 then it’s the header that

it's looking for.

The best time to press is between the

header and the long piece of code, or

just before any tape operation. This

way, you can have a peek at what is

going where without disassembly or

hacking into the program. PC is the
program counter, and shows thew
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address the computer hat executed.

This can show where pause routines or

loading routines are. The multiface

itself doesn't show the registers very
well as you have to multiply the 2nd
number of the register by 256 and add

the value of the first part, but 6enie,

shows the 16 bit value for you.

This could also be done by using the +D
Hacker system from Steve’s Software.
This package "lives' inside the +D’s

memory, and has similar facilities as

the Genie software. It also gives more
information on the values In the Z80
stack, making tracking down those

loading routines ail that much easier.

David actually used the +D Hacker to

originally hack Manic Miner, to see

what made the game tickl

Thanks Andy. Now resident technocrat,

David Ledbury, brings us into

contact with BG Services’ (Brian Gaff)

Disc Operating System, ProDOS..

ProDOS, as I have mentioned before, is

a CP/M emulation system for the SAM
Coupe. It has been designed to run
software from the older, more
established version of CP/M 2.2, as

opposed to version 3 that is used on

the Amstrad machines (PCM and CPC).

The main reasons for this are that

version 3 (or CP/M+) is NOT
compatible with all the older software
and that Amstrad owns some of the

rights to version 3! (And as we know,
Amstrad are not always vary keen on

giving things awayi).

ProDOS comes in a sturdy box, which
contains a simple spiral bound manual,

loads of information about the PD
service, FDOS, a BOOT disk, a system
files disk and - if you pay an additional

£1 - a PD sampler disk.

Setting up the system is as simple as

anything. Switch on, insert the BOOT
disk, press F9. After a few seconds of

loading (the program is only about

15-20KI) the system has installed. A
lot quicker than waiting for a PCM to

load.

The ProDOS system program will

automatically detect how much memory
and how many disk drives are available,

and will turn most of the memory into

a RAM disk. This is done as most CP/M
programs were originally designed for

computers with only 64K, (which is

supposed to be all the memory a ZBO
can cope with) and so it is common
practice on many sizable CP/M
software for sections of a program to

be loeded off disk. By turning the

majority of the memory into a RAM
disk, it means even single drive SAM
owners have 2 drives - and one is

pretty fast indeed - which makes
software requiring disk access a lot

easier to use.

So, after loading up, you are left with

the - soon to be familiar - blank

looking screen. A few hours working
through the manual will clear up most
of your initial problems. CP/M was
never designed to be easy, but you’ll

soon discover, it is not too difficult to

use.

But what is available? On the the

sample disk is a range of goodies. This

illustrates the range of software you

can expect to find. Adventures, disk

utilities, word processors, databases,

mail list programs, simple arcade
games, languages (BASIC, PASCAL, BASIC
Compilers. ProL06, and more besides)...

the list is almost endless. The only

thing you will not find on CP/M is a

fast moving shoot-em-up, with full 3D
vector graphicsl But almost anything

that has been established (ie: old) on

the IBM PC’s has had at one time a

CP/M version. The classic example
being Turbo Pascal and MordStar.

The system is compatible with the ear*
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PCW, and can in fact usa tha disks

from tha naw modal PCW's. You cannot

guarantaa that all PCW softwara will

run undar ProDOS (diffarant CP/M
varsion, and scraan size) but soma will.

For axampla, I hava ‘Hitch-hiker's Guida

To Tha 6alaxy' running on my SAM.
although tha disk had to ba convartad

from 3" to 3.5'. (And I’va also got a

ranga of CP/M Advanturas.. plug!).

So, if you ara fad up with tha lack of

"sarious" softwara on SAM (although

thara ara soma good programs around

nowadays) or hankar for using soma of

tha mora classic titlas around, than

ProDOS is for you.

Tha only thing that may put you off is

tha prica of tha systam: £28. Now,
although this may saam axpanslva, if

you look at tha prica In ralation to

that of normal (nona PD) CP/M
softwara, which can cost up to £100 a

timo, than it puts it into parspactiva.

Additionally, MastarDOS on SAM costs

around £25. so you aren't paying that

much mora for a DOS which can add a

furthar computar to your SAM’s
amulation capabiltias. Basidas which, tha

PD rangas from only £1 to £3!

Usefulness: 94Z
Presentation: n/a
Packaging: 84Z
Overall: 95Z

O BG Services
64 Roabuck Road
Chassington, Surray

KT9 1JX
<2> 081 397 0763

Finally a quick look at a PC/ST File

Convertor from CMS PDL, a useful

utility for SAM/ST/PC owners..

In issua 15, wa lookad at KE Disk,

which wa awardad 85Z. However, wa
hava recently bean sent a new utility

from tha PD offshoot of CMS SAM
diskzine, priced at £1.50. (However,

CMS has now ceased trading, so this

disk will soon ba available via SAM
PRIME.) So how does this compare with

tha other program?

As with KE Disk, this program is

shareware: If you like tha program, you

can sand tha programmer soma monay.

Howavar, apart from that and tha fact

they do a similar job, tha similarities

stop there. KE disk uses a menu and

Command Lina Interpreter system; this

program simply loads up a BASIC

program with a sat of procedures

installed for your own usa. This means
that you are dropped in a little at the

deep and. until you type HELP. This

gives you tha option of which channel

to use. In plain English, do you want it

to go to tha screen, printer or a

string? Than a summary of tha

commands is displayed. On typing

MOUNT tha computar will examine tha

disk in tha drive, and decide what it is.

XDIR will bring a DIRectory of a PC
disk, XLOAD will LOAD in a PC file,

TYPE will display it, and so on.

Thera ara several mora technical

commands, explained in an enhanced

help file, dealing with Sector

manipulation. As all tha commands are

in a procadura based form, it makes it

possible to add naw 'commands'* to

BASIC and therefore create your own
library of useful routines.

This program isn't quite as friendly as

KE Disk, and sometimes I hava found it

to refuse files that KE Disk will load,

it has some powerful functions which
will make it of special interest to

programming dabblers.

Usefulness: 81Z

Presentation: N/A
Packaging: n/az
Overall: 80Z ©
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Split 9 with

^DavidfAl

screenS
Welcome to Split Screens! I'm your
host with the most, David Addey, and
every issue or two [Darren and space

permitting) I’ll be comparing two great

Spectrum games: one from the past and
another of recent times. HI be talcing a

different genre of game each time, and
this issue, as a special Christmas treat,

Pm looking at the good ol’ PLATFORM
game. And, for such a universal type,

111 have to pick two exceptional games.

First is the genuine classic MANIC
MINER (the first game I, and everyone,

else bought) and that recent smasher
SWITCHBLADE Here goes.

For a start. I'd better describe the

"platform" game. Lets take a look in the

dictionary:

PLATFORM GAME (PLATFORUM
GAYM> one of the most hardy, lasting

and (some might say) downright

over-used formats, that has been

re-worked more times that the National

Curriculum: often successfully, but,

unfortunately, also rather crapily at

times. Many of the first platform games
to appear on the Spectrum sold well (for

a time at least) Including such age old

classics as Manic Miner, Jet Set Willy,

JSW 2, and many others. They have
survived to recent times, though are

now becoming more and more extinct

due to harsh conditions and invasion of

their breeding grounds by hard-selling

modern games. Some still survive, but

sadly only in the captivity of dodgy
second hand game shops.

Well there you are. A now endangered

species. But good news for fans,

especially Sam owners, the grand-daddy
of platformers itself. Manic Miner, is

being re-written and released on the

Sam soon: for more details see last

issue’s Newsflashes.

So, the comparison. Well obviously the

games have different (very different)

storylines.

In MM, you play Miner Willy who must
escape through twenty caverns (L&

screens) which have such

image-of-depth titles as The Menagerie",

The Vat", "Return of the Kong Beast"

and 'The Central Cavern". The levels

feature many horrific monsters from
firey balls and kangaroos, to penguins

and snapping toilets! The graphics are

excellent for such an old game and it

featured continuous music (monotonous

and crap, but impressive for its time)

that is thankfully optional. Needless to

say it’s an absolute bar8e%$££! to

complete: I can't, get past level 5 without

the cheat. The aim of each level is to

collect a certain number of keys that

are placed around the screen in

torturously inaccessible places that take

nerves of steel and more patience than

a NHS hospital to reach. Collecting the

keys opens the end of level portal |thaf

looks like a grate). Oh and just to make



things harder you only have a limited

amount of time (as in Oxygen present

in Willy’s air-tank) in each cavern

Which takes us not-so-very-neatly

onto Switchblade. This game has a very
Japanese influence (particularly noticable

in the graphics), and sees you as Hiro

(who is one), battling against the evil

Havoc. The game is truly gargantuan:

we’re talking superlatively large here.

The graphics, unlike MM, are

monochrome (or duochrome if you are

realy pedantic) but this is a good thing
- they are very clear and look just

right. The plot has you trying to collect

16 parts of the Fireblade, the sacred

sword of your people, which was
smashed by Havoc. The reason you
were chosen for this epic quest is

because of a natty cyber-arm thing

you’re unluckily enough to have instead

of a limb, that can be used for firing,

fighting and goodness-knows-what-else.

The game differs in several major
ways from MM (yes, the comparison at
last)_for a start, it’s bigger! Whereas
MM is made up of the 20 levels, one
after another. Switchblade is really one

big level, set in some underground
caverns. Actually there’s a similiarity

here, as MM also sees you escasping

from underground caverns, though of a

rather different sort: the MM ones are

supposedly coal mines (owned by the

NCB since that logo is featured on
Willy’s Wellingtons).

Switchblade features an ingenious

exploration system, in which the

caverns aren’t shown on screen until

you actually walk into them. This really

comes into play with the inclusion of

secret rooms, very much in the style of

the Nintendo Mario games, which are

entered by kicking/punching your way
through certain walls: often these

contain bonuses such as add-ons for

your cybernectical appendage, temporary
invulnerability and ail the usual goodies

we’ve come to expect.

That’s another big difference between

the games: Switchblade obviously

benefits from the many platformers

that have come before it (emphasis on
the word many) and takes some of the

best points, leaving out some of the

not-so-hot ones. It has got a hint of the

action/adventure too, but Pm not telling

you that as that’s something Pm going

into another time!

Basically to sum things up, MM
definately shows its age, but still

provides a few laughs even today and
with the release of the Sam version

should acquire a new set of game fans,

whilst Switchblade is clearly much
newer, and well, newer. It’s like

comparing a U reg Mini, nice little

runner, not too many miles on the clock,

with a H reg BMW: Its obviously is the

better car, but then again, not everyone
wants to, or own, a BMW. Get the

message?

BETA BASIC: £15.95
The ultimate Spectrum BASIC upgrade!
Gives your Spectrum near SAM BASIC
abilities! Contains the latest 48k and

128k versions on one tape.
BETA DOS: £9.95

Got a Spectrum and a Plus D
interface? Then you must have this!
Many GDOS commands improved in

speed and reliability and many new
features added.

MASTER BASIC: £15.99
The ultimate BASIC enhancement, for
the already superb SAM BASIC! Many
new and useful commands, and a
variety of Speed enhancements on

existing ones.

MASTER DOS: £15.99
The perfect companion for SAM’s 1

Meg RAM Drives, and for people
wishing to manipulate files. PC power
disk handling ... without the price!

GAMES MASTER: SPECIAL
ZAT PRICE £22.50 (save

£2.49!)
Ever wanted to program your own
SAM game, but never felt confident

enough with programming? This is tor
you! Fast in power, but easy to use.
Games can run independantly, and can

be sold freely!
BETASOFT, 24 WYCHE AVENUE, KINGS

HEATH, BIRMINGHAM, B14 6LQ
Cheques made to BETASOFT



Hi there, and welcome once more to Arcade Alley. This month sees a slight

departure from the normal, in that it's a Multiface Special. Unlike some people

who refuse to print them in their magazines (why, Jon?) I think they're a lot

shorter and a lot easier to put in than ordinary POKES, and I'm sure you'll agreel

In order to use these POKES, you must possess a Multiface or similar device

which lets you stop a game in the middle of running, and put POKES in. If you
don't have a Multiface, ring Romantic Robot on 081 -200-8870 to get one - they

cost £29.95 each. If you have a 48K Spectrum you need a Multiface One. If you
have a 128K or grey +2 you need a Multiface 128. If you have a +3 or black +2,

you need a Multiface 3. Make sure you order the right one!

To use these POKES, you must first load the game as instructed in the inlay/

manual (but you may have to switch a Multiface One off - see your Multiface

manual for more info). Then, once the game has loaded, switch the Multiface

on (if it’s a Multiface One) and press the red button on the top. Your game
is now ’possessed," and you can then put the POKES in. To do this, press T,
then press SPACE and enter the five digit number (the one before the comma).

Then enter the 1,2 or 3 digit number (the one after the comma), and press
ENTER. Repeat the procedure for any more POKES, then when you've

finished, press ‘Q’ and 'R' to return to the main menu. (The procedure will be
different if you're not using a Multiface but a similar device).Once you've got

the POKE in, you can cheat to your hearts content! Next issue, I'll show you

how to convert ordinary POKEs into Multiface versions -very useful!

Ad Astra 35853,0 Infinite Lives

BMX Simulator II 32091,0

Buggy Boy
Chase HQ

45221.0
49680.0

51988.0
26463.0
26365.0

61193.0
61453.0

46565.0
29623.0
44053.0
45685.0

58238.0
58255,24

58256,65

35427.0

32092,201

33757,24
39998.182

Infinite Time
Infinite Time
Infinite Credits

Infinite Turbos

Confused

Deathchase

Infinite Lives

Infinite Lives

Immunity

Ethnipod Infinite Lives P 1

Infinite Lives P 2

Krakout

Magicland Dizzy

Marsport

Infinite Lives

Infinite Lives

Immunity

Quazatron

Riptoff

Immunity

Infinite Lives



Scooby and Scrappy Doo
57275.0 Infinite Lives

58863,201 Immunity
Shadow Of The Beast
33220.0 Infinite Lives

Space 7

50353,180
50354,196 Infinite Lives

Split Personalities

54397,63

54398,2 Infinite Lives

Sweevos’ World (Original)

33219.0 Infinite Lives

Sweevos' World (YS)

33122,182 Infinite Lives

Tempest
33537.0 Infinite Lives P 1

3361 0.0 Infinite Lives P 2

Tir Na Nog
34202,200 No baddies

Toobln’

61720.0
61721.0 Infinite Credits

Trailblazer

34899.0 Infinite Time

35570.0 Jumps

HAYLP!
Just a quick note before I run out of

space. Can anyone help me on 'The
Boggit,” the enjoyable Hobbit spoof

from Delta 4? I can't get Grandalf,

Thorny or any of the dwarves to follow

me, I can’t find a light to use in the

goblin's caves, and I keep dying of

hunger. If anyone can help, write to the

address below, and I'll be eternally

grateful. If you've got your own
problem with a game, send it to the

address below and we’ll put our team
of super game experts to solving it!

Back to "normal" next month. In the

meantime, send in any tips, cheats,

POKEs, or even reports of bugs on any
game at all (I'm not fussy) to Arcade
Alley, ZAT, 33 Dawley Bank, Dawley,
Telford, Shropshire, TF4 2LQ, and
we'll give you a million pounds! Erm,
sorry, David says we haven't got a
million pounds to spare, but we can
give you the next best thing, which is a
bundle of ZAT goodies! So what are

you waiting for? Get writing!

SQUARE
ONE
SCIENCE FICTION,

FANTASY & ADVENTURE

REGULAR SECTIONS INCLUDE

Live Role Playing/Play By Mall and
Board Adventure Games, Comics,

Art, Books, Films, Television, Radio,

Video, Music, Short stories and morel

Square One is produced 4 times
a year. Single issues cost- £1.25 for

UJL readers, £1.60 for European
Readers and £2.00 for Rest of The
World. European and ROTW readers
should add 50p if using Air MalL

Subscriptions for 1 year are £4.50
for UJL, £6.50 for European and
£7.50 for ROTW. (Please allow 14

days for delivery).

IHSPECIAL OFFER!!!

If readers subscribe now, and are
able to contribute to SI on a regular
basis, we’ll deduct £1.00 off the
normal subscription ratal When
ordering, please state whether you
are interested in the Contributor or
non-contributor rate.

Please make Cheques, Postal Orders,

International Glros or Euro-cheques
payable to D. Blackburn or P.

Sheppard (care of Square One)
Sorry we cannot accept cash. To
redeve your issue/s or for more
information, please write to us at

SQUARE ONE, 103 CHILTERN
GARDENS, TELFORD,

SHROPSHIRE, TF4 2QJ (U.K.).



The ZAT Cover Competition
Match as many of the pictures of Spectrum/SAM/ZAT "celebrities" with their

name in the following list as you can. All entries must be In by March 31st.
The winner (the first entry with the most correct answers) will recieve a
special birthday prize.
The names arei David Ledbury, Linda Barker, SAM, Bruce Gordon, John Paris
(Captn), Colin Jordan, Richard Swann, Darren Blackburn, Alan Miles, Sir Clive
Sinclair, Bill Bloggins, Bob Brenchley, Andrew Vincent (?), Thomas Vanner, Dr
Andy Wright, Martin Scholes, Pratman 8c Dobbin, Miner Willy. (The artist Is

not responsible for portraying said celebrities as per on the cover, as he
pleeds Insanity, as he is not a portrait artist!).


